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Name:                                 Vision: 1                    Lesson: 1 

Vocabulary 

A: Write a word for each definition. (1) 

1. animals and plants growing in natural conditions: ------------------------------ 

2. as much as necessary or wanted:   ------------------------------ 

3. not many:      ------------------------------ 

4. keep someone or something safe from harm, damage, or illness:  ------------------------------  
                                              

C. Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra.(1) 

A) hear      B) among      C) lake     D) plans     E) really       

1. I never know what he’s ------------------------thinking. 

2. NASA has  -------------------------- for a new space mission to Mars.  

3. The Iranian cheetah is -------------------------these animals. 

4. I love to --------------------- a baby laugh like that 

Grammar 

D: Look at the picture and answer the question.(1) 

1. A: What is Milad going to do?     hire 

     B: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

E: Make proper questions for the following answer.(1) 

1. A: ---------------------------------------------------------------------------? 

     B: The students will go to the zoo tomorrow. 

F: Choose the correct answer. (1) 

1. A: I don’t know how to use this mobile. 

1.B: Don’t worry. I------------------you. 

a) ‘m going to show  b) ‘ll show  c) ‘m showing  d) showed 

2. The dinosaurs ------------------ on the Earth again in the future. 

a) are going to walk  b) will walk   c) walk   d) are walking 
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Name:                                 Vision: 1                    Lesson: 1 

Writing 

G: Identify eight nouns in the following text.(1) 

Milad and his friend want to eat breakfast. They go to the restaurant. They are hungry. They order Some 

bread, cheese and two cups of tea. They eat all their food and pay the bill. They are full now. They  go to 

work by bus. They pay attention to their work. 

H: Edit the sentences. There are 3 mistakes. (1) 

1. I can see a lot of trees and bush outside the window. 

2. The Persian gulf is very important sea between Iran and some Arab Countries. 

1.                                      2.                                3.     4. 

B. Unscramble the letters and make words. (1) 

1. nshmua 3.adorlep 

2. ertufe 4. tnatoteni 

H: Put the words in the correct order. (1) 

1. animals / will / soon / some / sea / we / have / . 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

B. Write the correct form of the words given. (1)              

1. Nasim likes her math ---------------------------------. 

2. Look at those little------------------------. 

3. Women give bith to ---------------------------. 

4. I lost my--------------------. Now I can’t open the doors. 

Thing Person Idea Place 
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Name:                                 Vision: 1                    Lesson: 1 

Writing 

I. Read the passage carefully then choose the best choice. (2)  

Bats are the only mammals that can fly! They are most active  

at night or during the evening. When the sun rises over the horizon, bats return 

 to their homes, hang themselves upside down with their clawed toes, and take a long sleep!  

When they rest during the day, their body temperature drops, metabolism slows down, and they hardly 

 move! This is called torpor. For bats that live in cold climates, they have a long, uninterrupted torpor,  

known as hibernation, during the winter months. 

      There are about 1,000 different species of bats worldwide. Although most of them live in tropical  

areas, some settle in cold places in northern Canada. The bumblebee bat is the smallest bat with a  

length of just 1 inch. It is also one of the world's smallest mammals. The largest bat is the Malayan flying  

fox. The Malayan flying fox can be as large as 16 inches long and have a wingspan of 6 feet. 

1.Which of the following statements about bats is true? 

A) Bats have one thumb and three fingers on each arm. 

B) Bats have hollow bones, just like birds. 

C) Bats can only be found in tropical rain forests. 

D) There is just one type of blood-eating bats 

2. What do bats and birds have in common? 

A) Both of them have wing membranes. 

B) Both of them have hollow bones and wings. 

C) Both of them rely on echolocation to spot their prey. 

D) Both of them hibernate during the winter months. 

3. What does torpor mean? 

4. what is the smallest bat called? 
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